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ABSTRACT 

This work is an attempt to solve a common writing problem 

and pitfall for Arabic language. The problem involves words 

that contain letters such as (among many others) ظ THA and 

 DHA. The problem involves terms that are formally ع

minimal pairs (more precisely near minimal pairs), near 

homographs (homophones), it requires determination of the 

right term and resolutions of created ambiguities. It is not just 

embarrassing to the authors, but in many situations, it results 

in wrong usage of words and consequently can lead to an 

ambiguous sentence(s). It becomes difficult to interpret such 

words or sentences, especially by computer involved in 

applications such as information retrieval, language 

translations and summarizations. A very amalgamated 

determination process was suggested that is comprised of 

multiple stages of feature selection, classifier selection and 

classification. A sample set of terms selected with a 

reasonable success rate making classifiers accuracies vary, but 

overall, all terms are reasonably accurate and close in values. 

MCC values are also variable with some reasonable good 

ranges. It is notable that some classifiers did not converge and 

the MCC is set to zero. Considering results obtained from 

classifiers with highest training rates and those with highest 

MCC, It can be easily concluded that Random Forest 

algorithm is the champion with high accuracy in most of the 

terms, and many times very close to the highest rate, 

classifiers were close. It also scored the highest for the mean 

values calculation across all terms. We can easily say that a 

combination of extracted features from a corpus along with 

machine learning classification techniques, the problem can 

be solved with high accuracy. 

General Terms 

Natural language processing, Machine learning, 

classifications 

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A minimal pair is a term or word that differs from 

another paired word by a single phoneme (sound unit). In 

English, for example, the word tip paired with the word sip is 

a minimal pair. In Arabic there are many minimal pairs that 

contribute to ambiguities of words causing anomalies in 

writing, pronunciation and word usage in general. For 

example, the word (ٍػ) and its close relative (ٍظ) differ only 

in first letter (related in graphing and to some extent in 

phoneme), but mean totally different things. The first means 

doubtfulness while the second means stinginess. In some 

situations, paired words may have opposite meanings for 

example to speak highly of someone  and to speak (جمزيع)

negatively of someone (جمزيغ)  but differ only in one 

character. 

Even though, minimal pairs are normally looked at from the 

sound perspective, the word pairs addressed here, are seen as 

a cause of ambiguities from a written perspective. In doing so 

one would like to consider this as a “word pairs 

disambiguation” problem rather than a minimal pairs problem. 

    In Arabic, ambiguity is the love to hate things. Many 

linguists argue for it while many others equally argue against 

it. In natural language in general and in Arabic in particular 

from the point of view of some literature experts like poets 

and religious transcriptionists such vagueness is inevitable or 

rather inevitable at times. Some types or levels of ambiguities 

are considered as a remarkable feature of language 

production. They provide for flexibility in language use and 

interpretations giving such users more expressiveness and 

flexibility. Not the case, however when it comes to computers. 

Machines and algorithms need to remove or reduce 

ambiguities in order to involve in any meaningful natural 

language processing endeavor. 

Ambiguities can range from difficulty in interpreting the exact 

and right meaning (sense) for single word to more 

complicated ambiguities caused by full sentenced or even 

more complicated language constructs. Word Sense 

Disambiguation (WSD) is the basic and most common 

disambiguation task concerned with ability to resolve 

ambiguities or vagueness in interpreting words by assigning a 

particular and certainly the most sensible sense to an 

ambiguous word as intended by the producers. A number of 

categories or sources of word ambiguities are presented in 

literature including homograph, homophone or homonym 

…etc.  

In most languages like English, a homograph is when two 

words have different spelling, sound and meaning like the 

word “lead” (to go in front of) and “lead” (a metal) or 

“wind” (to follow a course that is not straight) and “wind” (a 

gust of air).  

A homophone, however, is the case of more than a word with 

thesame sound but a different meaning. Homophones may or 

may not have the same spelling asin the example of 

“to/two/too” and “pray/prey”. A homonym is when a word is 

spelled similar to another but has a different sound and 

meaning, or a word that sounds like another but has a different 

spelling and meaning (homophone) or both. That is to say a 

word that is spelled and pronounced like another but has a 

different meaning [1]. 

A particular situation in Arabic language that relates to 

minimal pairs as well as to word pairs ambiguity causing 

difficulties from the perspective of authors by inducing 

uncertainty as to what is the right word to use. A very 

common scenario of confusion is to do with words containing 

the letters (among many others) ظ THA (referred to as Z-
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Words from now on) vs. those that contain the letter ع DHA 

(referred to as D-Words from now on).  DHA (ع) is a letter 

that is many times referred to as the distinguishing letter for 

Arabic language and that is why Arabic is known as the 

language of DHA. It is estimated that Arabic has 900 terms 

that contain the letter DHA. On the other hand, there is a set 

of terms that are very similar in form but differ in sounds and 

meanings. Arabic contains approximately 90 plus Z-words, 

about a third (32 words) of which are in common use. Table 1 

contains a list of the most commonly used words. 

The issue can be summarized as a general confusion in word 

meaning and usage when it comes to words containing either 

letter THA or DHA. In particular, there are words that spell 

the same except for the letters THA and DHA (ظ and ع). 

Table 2 contains some examples of words that differ in 

meaning and in some cases they may have opposite meanings. 

Table 1. Sample list of common THA/DHA words with 

associated meanings 

THA – Words DHA - Words 

عظّ   . نُصيب: نلحَ

ظذ :  نلحِ فْعظُ 

 . نُسياٌ

 . نًُع:  نلحَ فْ ظُ 

:  نلحَ فْىحَ ظُ 

 . ن فعة

 . نجىر:  ن هى

رك  :  ن هيى

 . نُعاو

 . نغز ل:  ن بي

 :  ن بة

 .غ ف  نسيف

:  ن عٍ

 . نس   بانُساء

:  ن  ف

 . نلال أو  نىعاء

 : ن  يف

 نبارع  ن كاهي 

  نًًتع

نٍُّ   . نشك:  ن ظَّ

 نخيال، كُف :  ن ظِّمنُّ 

 .وحًاية

 .ظذ  نخيبة:  ن   

وقت، يٍ :  ن ه 

 أجز ء  نجسى

 . نعطش:  ن ًاء

 .ي  د :  نه ع

 . لأَ ًة:  نُظّ فْىظُ 

 .غهار :  نُ افة

  نشىف:  نُ حَ 

 : نع ى

يا بُي عهيه 

 . نهلى

ص ة : نع يى

و سى يٍ أسًاء 

 الله

 . نعًم:  نىظي ة

ظذ :  نيق ة

 . نُىو

 : نعحَ حَم

أي  :  وهى  نشذ ، يٍ

 .يع م

 :  نغيع

 نلُق، سخػ، غعب 

 .شذيذ

 . نقسى :  ن  اظة

 :انفظاعة

 .يٍ  لأي   نشُيع

يذح  نلي :  نتق يع

 .بانشع 

 . لاستً  ر:  نًى ظبة

 .كتى  نلزٌ:  نك ى

 . نُ  :  نهلع

 

 

With people’s inability to distinguish the sound and the use of 

such words, the problem can be considered like near 

homophones (even though they are not but very close to 

homophones). 

Table 2: Sample words differing in the letter D or Z with 

different/opposite meanings 

The  

Z-Word:  

D-Word 

Z-Meaning 

D-meaning 

The  

Z-Word: 

D-Word 

Z-Meaning 

 D-meaning 

ظاف: ظاف Luck/Motivating  نلط: نلع   Add/Host 

حع : ح    Prohibition/ 

Present 

  َ:  

  َع 

Sight/Good 

looks 

ظم: ظم  Shadow/ 

Go astray 

   َ :

 َع  

A Look/Good 

looking 

ظٍ: ظٍ   Doubtfulness/ 

Stinginess 

: َ ي  

 َعي 

Equivalent/goo

d looking 

فاض: فاظ  Overflow/ 

Die 

َاظ   

َاظ :  

Looking 

at/looking good 

 Side/Handy  نعهع:  ن هع

Cabbing 

:  نغيع

  نغيط

Temper/Little 

 

The problem of such word pairs is not limited to Z and D 

words but many others. The letters (س) sah and (ص) sauh as 

in (  tha in (خ) ta and (ت) ,(weapon/goodness) (صلاح/طلاح 

some Arabic communities as in (  (repented/fixed) (جاتث ٔ ذاتث

and many others. We are focusing on Z-D terms to highlight 

the issue and are considered the most difficult and cause much 

more embarrassment with both writing and speaking. What is 

done, however, applies to all. A set was selected as a sample 

to use. It was taken from literature and analysis done of some 

available Arabic corpora [2]. Different surveys express similar 

sets with slight variations. Table 1 shows 32 words normally 

considered as an active set of words. Table 2 shows the 

selected to be analyzed words.  

2. RELATED WORK 
This work wasbased on a number of fields and relates to a 

number of research issues. For completeness, a brief mention 

of such fields and issues was made. WDS and its related fields 

are relatively young research areas and aremostly done for 

English language. Recently though, interest has spread to 

other word languages including Arabic. WSD is a way to find 

the right sense of an ambiguous word in a particular context. 

It is normally looked at and classified from a number of 

aspects. It can be classified by the words used (sample vs 

complete),or based on sources of knowledge and type of 

reasoning methods (Knowledge-based, Supervised and 

Unsupervised) [3-7] 

2.1 Minimal Pair Words 
A minimal pair is a word that differs from 

another paired word by a single phoneme.  The two phonemes 

in the minimal pair words tip and sip (- /t/ and /s/ -) are 

considered minimal and called minimal pairs in reference 

to least possible, that is least possible distance characterizes 

minimal pairs [8-12].The phonemes /s/ and /t/ have few 

contrastive differences in relation to place, manner and voice. 

2.2 Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) 
Importance of WSD stems from the many applications it 

relates to, including Machine Translation [13,14], Information 

Retrieval [15,16], Text-Data Mining, Lexicography [17], and 

Information Extraction [18]. WSD is an important 

requirement of machine translation because of that fact that 

word translations are context dependent. Resolving ambiguity 

in a query is the most vital issue in Information Retrieval 

systems.  It also plays an important role ininformation 

extraction and summarization and in many other research field 

suchas Bioinformatics, Named Entity recognition, system, co-

reference resolution. 

WSD is the selection and assignment of a particular sense to a 

specific word based on contextual and non-contextual 

evidences. It can be seen as a classification process with word 

senses making the classes, and the context containing the 

evidence. Occurrence of a particular word is given one or 

more of its possible sense classes using available evidence. 

The correct meaning of an ambiguous word is determined by 

its context and other worldly knowledge. In case of a human, 

such ambiguities can be resolved without much difficulty. 

Computationally, however, is not an easy task but a difficult 

and an AI-complete problem [19].  

Its difficulty stems from several factors including but not 

limited to: (1) strong reliance on knowledge ranging from 

collections of texts, to more structured resources, like 

dictionaries, thesauruses, semantic networks, and ontologies 

[20]; (2) Richer lexical knowledge resources and large-scale 

coarse-grained sense inventories, are becoming available to 

help in WSD.  

Principally, WSD can fall into one of the following types: (1) 

Lexical samples where the requirement is to disambiguate a 

restricted set of target words. This is mostly handled by 

Supervised systems trained using a number of hand-labelled 

instances; and (2) All-words WSD, where all open-class 

words such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are to be 

disambiguated. More in this as it relates to Arabic is discussed 
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in next sections. 

2.3 Arabic Language 
The Arabic language has been receiving more attention by the 

world in general and by the scientific communities in 

particular. It is the main language in the Arab world and the 

secondary language in many other countries. Arabic is the 

official language of 25 countries and is spoken by over 250 

million just in the Arab world alone and by close to 400 

million all over the world. The US Department of Cultural 

Affairs categorized Arabic, among other world languages, as a 

critical language. The United Nations heavily emphasizes the 

social and political importance of these languages. It lists 

Arabic as one of the six official languages of the United 

Nations [21]. Furthermore, more than 3% of the internet 

content is Arabic content, which puts it in the fourth rank.  

Arabic Language consists of 28 alphabet characters written 

from right to left. Its letters have different styles when 

appearing in a word depending on the letter position. Arabic 

words have two genders, feminine and masculine; three 

numbers, singular, dual, and plural; and three grammatical 

cases, nominative, accusative, and genitive. Words are 

classified into three main parts of speech, nouns (including 

adjectives and adverbs), verbs, and particles. All verbs and 

some nouns are morphologically derived from a list of roots. 

Words are formed by following fixed patterns. The prefixes 

and suffixes are added to the word to indicate its number, 

gender, and tense [22]. 

The Arabic language has rich morphology and a complex 

orthography. Different shapes and diacritics of the Arabic 

language make pairing a difficult task due to this complex 

morphology. Limited access to technology has hindered 

research in automation and utilization of Arabic.  

Arabic is a Semitic language known for its morphological 

roots and driven by its affixes. It is a derivational and 

inflectional language with 85% of its words derived from 

close to10.000 independent roots [23]. It has a relative free 

word order and several dialects in addition to Modern 

Standard Arabic (MSA) which is the standard in media, news 

channels and educational institutes. 

2.4.1Arabic Word Sense Disambiguation 
WSD is one of the oldest problems in computational 

linguistics [22]. It came up as part of machine translation in 

the 40s. It was resurrected in the 1970s within Natural 

Language Understanding in artificial intelligence research. In 

the 80s, largescale lexical resources and corpora became 

available with knowledge extracted automatically from the 

resources replacing old manual ways. Dictionary-based WSD 

had begun and the relationship of WSD to lexicography 

became explicit and Naïve Bayes with Decision Tree, Rule 

Based Learner, Probabilistic Model were alsoused in 

disambiguation [24]. 

A relatively complex nature of Arabic makes for many 

challenges for NLP and applications such as WSD. According 

to [25,26], Arabic difficulty for WSD is caused by multiple 

factors and sources including the following: 

 Missing of diacritics: Existence of several possible 

meanings for non-vocalized Arabic in modern editions, 

where the texts are not vocalized. A word like (ktb  ,

 " ٔنذ" has sixteen vocalizations [25]. The word (كحة

(walad) like in ٔنذ أدًَذ يَُذ شَٓز (Ahmed was borna 

month ago). Verb ٔنذ ْذَا انَزّجم يَزيغ(This man’s son 

is sick).  

 Agglutinative nature: In order to understand the 

meaning of words, a prior segmentation is needed. An 

example would be (ٔجحذكزَُٔا) Watatathakarounana 

which means “you remember us”.  

 Lack of language resources: Arabic language research 

badly lacks resources such as dictionaries, thesaurus, 

and previously tagged corpora [26]. Arabic language 

has seen limited research and publications on WSD due 

to the lack of resources for the Arabic language [27]. 

Like other languages, and as presented in [28] approaches 

classified using thissource of knowledge are based on 

dictionaries, thesaurus and are called knowledge-based 

methods. Alternatively, the unsupervised approach of 

Bootstrapping Arabic Sense Tagging [29], make use of   

translational equivalences to parallel Arabic English corpus 

for the annotation of Arabic text using English WordNet 

taxonomy. A 90% Accuracy was obtained. 

In [30], a Naïve Bayes Classifier is trained on labeled corpus 

where decision rule is applied to choose a class. In [31] WSD 

algorithm based on Thematic Words of a given context was 

introduced to choose the appropriate sense of an ambiguous 

word. 

In [25], information retrieval measures were used to estimate 

the similarity between the context of use for each sense of the 

ambiguous word and the original sentence. The measures 

were combined with the Lesk algorithm to develop a system 

for Arabic word sense disambiguation. Exact string-matching 

algorithm [32] namely String-Matching algorithm of Boyer 

and Moore was then used to find the occurrences of a string in 

a text, it was proposed to use some information retrieval 

measures with the Lesk algorithm and it achieveda rate of 

73% [25].  

In [33] a Context matching algorithm returns a semantic 

coherence score corresponding to the context of use that is 

semantically closest to the original sentence. This algorithm 

achieveda precision of 78%.  

According to [33] most WSD works evaluated in Semeval 

2007 showed that supervised methods achieve the best 

disambiguation quality of about 80% precision and recall for 

coarse-grained WSD. Example of such systems are [34] 

which were based on "bootstrap" and with a reported 

Accuracy of 90% and [30] in which the Naïve Bayes 

algorithm was applied with dictionary to collect10 training 

samples for each word for the testing phase. This work 

achieveda rate of precision of 73%. In [35], based on 

"bootstrap", the Rocchio Classifier was rated and compared to 

Naïve Bayesian classifier, the most frequent sense and the 

support vector machine using Arabic lexical samples. The 

Rocchio classifier achievedan overall Accuracy of 88% 

[21,27,33]. 

2.5 Machine Leaning and Classifiers 
Machine learning algorithms have become an integral part of 

many data analyses especially classification and prediction. 

Approaches for machine learning are divided into three main 

categories: (1) Supervised learning which is used if the 

available data to be used for training has a labeled attribute 

and other data does not contain a label; (1) Unsupervised 

learning which has no labeled information, but the algorithms 

strive to discover any existing pattern in the data.  (3) Deep 

learning which learns and improves using artificial neural 

networks with larger, sophisticated neural networks that aid in 

classification problems and its different applications such as 

language translation, and speech recognition [36]. Supervised 

https://www.simplilearn.com/tutorials/deep-learning-tutorial/guide-to-building-powerful-keras-image-classification-models
https://www.simplilearn.com/tutorials/deep-learning-tutorial/guide-to-building-powerful-keras-image-classification-models
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learning algorithms are the subject of these experiments. The 

following is a brief count of the machine learning algorithms 

used in this work: 

 Random Forest is an algorithm that is based on 

theclassification and regression model of decision 

trees. Thisallows problem solving [37] with “if this 

then that” conditions ultimately yielding a specific 

result. Random Forest mitigates this problem well. by 

training on different samples of the data, RF which is a 

collection of decision trees whose results are 

aggregated into one final result in order to limit 

overfitting without substantially increasing error levels. 

 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) uses the Multi-

Layer Perceptron classifier which relies on an 

underlying Neural Network to perform the task of 

classification [38]. 

 Naive Bayes (NB) is a simple probability model that is 

based on Bayes’ theorem and strong (naïve) 

independence assumptions between attributes. by 

training on different samples of the data. Bayes’ based 

classifiers are fast and easy to implement but use the 

simplistic assumption of independence of predictors. It 

has many applications [39]. 

 K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) isa supervised learning 

classifier, which uses proximity to make classifications 

or predictions based on the assumption that similar 

points can be found near one another [40]. 

 Logistic Regression (LR) is used for predicting the 

categorical dependent variable using a given set of 

independent variables. It predicts a binary outcome, 

based on prior observations of a data set has the ability 

to provide probabilities and classify new data using 

continuous and discrete datasets based the well-known 

sigmoid function [41]. 

 Support Victor Machines (SVM) is used more in 

classification with the aim of finding a hyperplane in 

an N-dimensional space representing the number of 

features that distinctly classifies the data points. 

Support vectors are data points that are closer to the 

hyperplane which are used to maximize the margin of 

the classifier [42]. 

 

3. SUGGESTED PROCEDURE 
The intention was to create a useable set of features using 

certain context and general structural evidence extracted from 

Arabic corpora examples. The features set is to be used to 

solve the problem of which word best fits the current writing 

context (Z-word vs. D-word). Some of the produced features 

are weighted using TF-IDF for the set of context words in 

both original and stemmed form. The following is the list of 

features used and how similarity is defined: 

 Simple word frequency is the frequency of occurrence of 

the word in context (FRQ). 

 Word similarity calculations using an arbitrary 6 word 

set around the relevant word. Three words before and 

three after if available. The six context words for each 

sentence are grouped (clustered) into one single 

dictionary entry using bag of words approach in two 

different ways: 

 

o The words were used in their original form 

without any pre-processing and without any 

associated weights (OCT). 

o The words weresubjected to a stemming using 

stemmer from [43] and each term was weighed 

using tf-idf [44] (OIDF).  

In both cases cosine function was used for similarity 

calculations.  

 More features are included using part of speech (POS) 

of the collected sentences.   

o Each sentence was POS tagged using camel-

tools tagger [45].  

o The list of tags for each sentence was then 

converted into a string of a single character 

per tag for easy comparisons using sequence 

matching algorithms.  

o A single POS string for each dictionary 

category was created by concatenating a 

selected set of tags around the original word 

tag.  

The POS similarity was determined in two ways: 

 Using Longest Common Sub-sequence algorithm 

(strsimpy) on the single string representing the set of 

sentences (LCSS). 

 Using the POS tag of the highest percentage (WPC).  

The suggested procedure is performed through a number of 

basic steps applied on some datasets as outlined next. 

3.1 Base Dictionary Creation 
This is an important step in which the main dictionary 

wascreated. Following are the sub-steps that take place in the 

creation of the dictionary.  

 
Figure 1: General Procedure-Dictionary Creation 

3.1.1 Corpus Pre-processing and Preparation 
Dividing the Corpus data into two data sets of sizable number 

of sentences. The first set compromised of 32,492 sentences is 

referred to as Base Dictionary Set and is used to create the 

base dictionary. The second set is made of 113,162 sentences 

and referred to as a Training and Evaluation set and is used 

for classifiers training and final validation. 

This step involves a number of tasks as is shown next:  

(1) Preparation of the text in which normalization and de 

diacritics removaltakes place. 
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(2) Selection of context words: define context, in this work 

was 3 positions before and 3after the relevant word were used. 

(3) POS tagging and processing 

(4) Dictionary Organization and Clustering: Dictionary items 

weregrouped together and the dictionary attributes 

weredivided into two sets: 

 Dictionary Profile: Creation of Short profile which 

contains the frequency, contextwords before and after 

keyword, as well as POS information. 

 Dictionary Sentences: Contains each entry or record that 

was created including   sentence text and POS 

information.  

(4) Finally, Dictionary Consolidation where single item or 

entry for each word category with relevant frequency of info 

wasmade into a single entry to optimize searching of the 

dictionary by reducing the size of dictionary. 

Each sentence wasprocessed to produce the set of basic 

components or features (See Table 3) 

Table 3: Item Profile (FEATURES & Sample Values) 

 

The result of this process wasa Dictionary containing 

intermediate data as shown in Table 3.The base dictionary 

wascreated using the selected corpus going through the 

following steps: 

 Each file wasprocessed sentence by sentence selecting 

only those sentences that contain relevant words (those 

with THA or DAH in them). 

 Profile Dictionary which, in addition to tty, id, fc, okw, 

rkw, containeditems based on the set of sentences that 

contain the relevant term. 

 The new clustered dictionary (called Profile Dictionary) 

wascreated.  

Table 4:ProfileDictionary Item(Features&Values) 

Type: (tty:D)     Unique id: (id:4)

 Frequency(fc:1)               

Root: (rkw:ػهم) Sentence: 

(os:  يكٍ اٌ يكٌٕ ْذا انؼم نجزء

 (يٍ جضى انًزكثّ َفضٓا

Original word: 

POS(w0p:noun_prop) 
SENT POS : 

(Pos:verb conj_sub verb 

pron_dem noun_prop noun 

prep noun noun noun 

SENT POS STR : 
(sPos:lalNhgfggg ) 

context POS STR : 

(nsPos:lalNhgfggg) 

This new document is a higher-level of abstraction from the 

previous and is divided into two separate documents: 

 Sentences Dictionary. 

 Profile Dictionary. 

Table 4 shows an example ofa Profile Dictionary item with its 

extracted feature – values. Table 5 contains some intermediate 

results. 

Table 5: Example: Intermediate results 

sid 25-1        okw ًٍيحؼ 

Os:  ٔيضحًز انًٓزجاٌ نًذِ ذلاذّ اياو تًمز يزكز الاؽفال

انًعٕليٍ تذي انًهك فٓذ ديد يحؼًٍ انعذيذ يٍ 

الاَشطّ ٔانفعانيات انحي جخض الاصزِ ٔانطفم ٔيٍ 

تيُٓا َذٔات جرميفيّ دٕل اصثاب الاعالّ ٔؽزق جلافيٓا 

 ٔكيفيّ انحعايم يع انًعٕليٍ

sPos lggiggggigghAlifggolggfggggggggggfi 

3.1.2 Creation of relevant Z/D text 
Each of the datasets were divided into a set of sentences to be 

further used in creation, training and testing respectively.  

3.2 Training and Evaluation Phase 
A similar process to whatwasdone for thedictionary dataset 

wasalso performed for the examples dataset to prepare it for 

testing phase. In this phase, the created dictionary was used to 

extract features for the Example dataset. 

 
Fig. 2: General Procedure Classification Step 2 

3.2.1Feature Calculation and Extraction 
In this intermediate phase, the set of procedures dedicated for 

the calculation and extraction of contextual and other cues 

wereactivated on the Train and Evaluate dataset. Table 6 

contains a sample data record. 

3.2.2 Training and Evaluation  
In this phase, machine learning classifiers were selected to be 

trained and tested on the results of the previous phase for each 

of the sample terms. The following set of classifiers were 

trained and tested with results as shown in the next section 

Table 7 and 8.  

A cross validation was performed for each sample word using 

the set of classifiers adopted. A number of important measures 

were collected for the training and for the validation, 

including: 

 Mean Training Accuracy 

 Mean Training Precision, Recall and F1 score 

 Mean Training Matthew’s correlation coefficient 

okw:ٕعؼ rkw:ٕعؼ  

ows: عؼٕ   عؼٕ   عؼٕ  عؼٕ عؼٕ اعؼاءاؼيٕعج إؼع ا    

www: 0.41- َٓى0.41- نهكحز0.41ٌ- ك0.41ُٕ- ؽهك0.41-خزر 

0.41-ْجى  

bkw:  ٍاي اي ٔالزت  انذٔني انحي  جؼى  انذٔني انحي  جؼى  انًكَّٕ ي

 دٔنّ  طعيذ اخز  لال  عٍ انذكٕيّ  الانًاَيّ  انُادي لائى  ب

akw: ٌتميًّ يهيٌٕ دٔلار            في الاجذاد الأرٔتي تانثزنًا 

 انعزالي اٌ يضحمم     فيّ نًضاعذجٓى في

owp:noun noun noun noun noun noun noun 
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 Mean Training Accuracy 

 Mean Training Precision, Recall and F1 score 

 Mean Training Matthew’s correlation 

coefficientelements in the dataset.  

Table 6: Demo of intermediate data on a word pair. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
To avoid over fitting the testing and evaluation measure were 

represented by four metrics, TrainingAccuracy with itsMCC 

values and Validation Accuracy with its MCC using cross-

validation. A separate training set wasused to train the model, 

while another set wasused to do validation to evaluate the 

model's performance. Training set Metrics are an indication of 

how the model is progressing in terms of its training. 

Validation metrics on the validation set measure the quality of 

the model in its ability to do new predictions based on unseen 

before data. 

Mathews correlation coefficient (MCC) was calculated and 

used along with overall Accuracy of prediction to analyze the 

results and select the best classifier. In thiswork a collection 

from [2] was used and divided into the following data 

collections. For better and more reliable measurements, the 

Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC) wasused. It was 

considereda more reliable statistical rate which produces a 

high score only if the prediction obtained good results in all of 

the four confusion matrix categories (true positives, false 

negatives, true negatives, and false positives), proportionally 

both to the size of positive elements and the size of negative 

elements in the dataset. The mean value across all samples for 

each measure as well as the max MCC are shown in table 9. 

Table 9 and Figures 3 to 6 show the performance of the 

different classifier models on training and on validation of the 

sample set of words as well as the MCC for each classifier. 

Included in the results are the minimum and maximum and 

the average values obtained by different classifiers. 

 
 

Fig. 3: Sample Words/Classifiers Mean Training 

Accuracy. 

Interms of training accuracies, a number of classifiers 

performed higher than 90% on two metrics of maximum and 

average accuracies. Random force, however wasthe champion 

with highest average and minimum. The maximum was 

0

20

40

60

80

100

GNB LR SVC KN3 RF ANN

غيظ قظ عظم ظن

حظ ظم حظر ظل

Mean MIN MAX

Key Meaning THA Word DHA Word 

ID unique sequential number 677 503 

fc Frequency count 4 1 

tty Type of Word (Z or D) Z D 

rkw Root of Word غيغ غيع 

bkw Pre Key Context Words ٔانخضّ ٔانُذانّ الا انزغثّ في اشفاء       انًحٓى اَّ  اذار  انعظًي ججذب  انذضذ 

akw Post Key Context Words ِيٍ فيغ ٔيا ٔانرار نُفضٓى يًا  ٔجٕد انُاجخ  تيُٓى  ٔلزر لحهّ  ٔانعٕد 

okw Key Word (Original) غيؼا ٔانغيع 

ows Key words from examples اضيغ ظيغلاو هظيغ مهظيغي مهظيغ 

rwts TF-IDF Weights for the context 

roots of key words 

- دضذ0.0- جٕد0.57735- جذب0.0- ذار0.0- تي0.0ٍ-اشفاء

 0.0- في0.0- عٕد0.57735ِ- عظى0.0- رغث0.57735ّ

- 0.0َّ- َفش0.0- َاجخ0.0- يًا0.0- يحٓى0.0- لزر0.0-لحم

0.0 

 0.0- تيزٔت0.40825- اي0.40825- اَحخاب0.0- اعحثار0.0-ؤكذ

- خظيض0.40825- دكٕي0.0ّ- دذخ0.0- ذم0.40825ّ-جذؼيز

- يُخ0.40825- ياو0.0- عانى0.0- ؽ0.0ٍ- ص0.0ٍ- خلال0.0

0.40825- ٔو0.0  

owts TF-IDF Weights for the context 

key words 

- انعظًي0.0- انزغث0.57735ّ- انذضذ0.0- اشفاء0.0-اذار

- ججذب0.0- تيُٓى0.0- ا0.0َّ- انُاجخ0.0- انًحٓى0.57735

 0.0- ٔانرار0.0- يًا0.0- نُفضٓى0.0- لحه0.0ّ- في0.57735

0.0- ٔلزر0.0- ٔجٕد0.0-ٔانعٕدِ  

 0.40825- اي0.40825- اياو0.40825- انذكٕي0.0ّ-انرمّ

 0.0- ؽ0.0ٍ- خلال0.0- دذذا0.0- جخظيظا0.0-تثيزٔت

- نهحذؼيز0.40825- نلاَحخاتات0.0- نضُحي0.0-لاعحثارِ

0.40825- يٕيا0.0- يؤكذ0.0- ٔعانًي0.0ّ- يُذٓا0.40825  

owp POS of the original words noun verb noun noun noun 

nsp Single char signature  lggg gKlglglgfglgalgggiKl laglggNMgglgg  
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almost the same as the highest value obtained by KNN (94.21 

vs. 94.23).This performance of RF was also supported by the 

highest MCC values as well. The MCC average value and 

maximum were 0.49 and 0.93 respectively. 

 

Fig. 4: Sample Words-Classifiers Mean Training MCC 

As can be seen from the results table, classifier accuracies 

varied, but overall, all were reasonably accurate and close in 

values. MCC values werealso variable with some good 

ranges. It was notable that some classifiers did not converge 

and the MCC wasset to zero. 

Looking at table 7 which lists a summary of the classifiers 

with highest training rate and those with highest MCC, it can 

beeasily conclude that FR was the champion with highest 

accuracy in most of the terms and many times very close to 

the highest.  

If we consider the mean values across all terms, it becomes 

obvious that Random Frost wasthe best rate of accuracy and 

MCC for both training and evaluation.When it comes to 

validation accuracy and MCC which are more realistic 

indicators of performance RF was the champion on all three 

matrices. which means, minimum and maximum were the 

highest, with values of 99.57%, 84.55% and 99.15 

respectively 

 

Fig. 5: Sample Words -Classifiers Validation Accuracy 

It was also very well supported with highest MCC values of 

.36 and .74 for the mean and the max respectively. 

 

Fig. 6: Sample Words-Classifiers Validation MCC 

 

Table 7: Summary showing RF with best mean Accuracy and MCC 
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Accuracy 

RF RF RF RF RF RF RF RF SVC SVC SVC SVC LR LR KN3 KN3 

97.25 90.58 92.8 84.5 95.4 87.98 96.07 94.71 96.99 89.66 96.79 95.69 96.38 96.38 99.23 99.15 

MCC 0.93 0.74 0.8 0.54 0.87 0.66 0.55 0.29 0.8 0.54 0.37 0.19 0.47 0.44 0.36 0.06 

 

Table 8: Mean values across all terms 

Mean Training Accuracy 94.60 Mean Training MCC 0.49 

Mean Validation Accuracy 91.57 Mean Validation MCC 0.36 

 

 

Table 9: Training and Validation results of sample words 
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Measure Model ظل حظر ظم حظ ظن عظم قظ غيظ Mean MIN MAX 

T
ra

in
in

g
 A

cc
u

ra
cy

 
GNB 46.7 66.13 69.44 89.77 89.47 96.33 84.08 97.12 79.88 46.7 97.12 

LR 88.77 78.97 86.46 94.28 91.55 96.38 96.38 99.12 91.49 78.97 99.12 

SVC 87.23 78.94 83.54 94.26 93.99 96.79 81.93 99.12 89.48 78.94 99.12 

KN3 91.28 87.53 91.69 95.27 93.64 96.89 84.08 99.23 92.45 84.08 99.23 

RF 97.25 92.8 95.4 96.07 91.55 96.38 88.16 99.21 94.6 88.16 99.21 

ANN 95.45 86.32 89.42 0 93.65 81.93 84.2 99.12 78.76 0 99.12 

T
ra

in
in

g
 M

C
C

 

GNB 0.3 0.36 0.49 0.27 0.28 0 0.15 0.02 0.23 0 0.49 

LR 0.68 0.33 0.62 0.06 0 0 0 0 0.21 0 0.68 

SVC 0.64 0.34 0.53 0 0.54 0.35 0.33 0 0.34 0 0.64 

KN3 0.76 0.65 0.76 0.42 0.47 0.37 0.15 0.36 0.49 0.15 0.76 

RF 0.93 0.8 0.87 0.55 0 0 0.47 0.32 0.49 0 0.93 

ANN 0.88 0.61 0.69 0.0889 0.07 0.33 0 0 0.38 0 0.88 

V
a
li

d
a
ti

o
n

 A
cc

u
ra

c
y

 

GNB 49.32 62.57 67.49 94.26 88.48 96.32 84.01 97.06 79.29 49.32 97.06 

LR 88.48 74.19 84.18 89.08 91.55 96.38 96.38 99.12 90.56 74.19 99.12 

SVC 86.81 78.48 77.79 94.22 89.86 95.89 81.73 99.12 87.99 77.79 99.12 

KN3 85.13 73.3 84.21 94.26 91.21 96.5 84.01 99.01 88.33 73.3 99.01 

RF 90.58 84.5 87.98 93.23 91.55 96.38 87.7 99.15 91.57 84.5 99.15 

ANN 84.82 73.93 87.01 94.71 93.64 81.73 84.2 99.12 75.56 73.93 99.12 

V
a
li

d
a
ti

o
n

 M
C

C
 

GNB 0.29 0.32 0.43 0 0.2 0 0.14 0.01 0.2 0 0.43 

LR 0.68 0.16 0.55 0.22 0 0 0 0 0.18 0 0.68 

SVC 0.63 0.33 0.42 0.02 0.18 0.04 0.33 0 0.24 0 0.63 

KN3 0.59 0.25 0.56 0 0.11 0.19 0.14 0.06 0.25 0 0.59 

RF 0.74 0.54 0.66 0.11 0 0 0.44 0.19 0.36 0 0.74 

ANN 0.59 0.26 0.61 0.29 0.06 0.33 0 0 0.26 0 0.61 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The problem involving words that contain letters such as 

(among many others) ظ THA and ع DHA involves what we 

call near minimal pairs, near homographs (homophones). It 

requires the determination of the right term and resolutions of 

created ambiguities. A very amalgamated determination 

process was suggested that was comprised of multiple stages 

of feature selection, classifier selection and classification. A 

sample set of terms wasselected with reasonable success rates 

making classifier accuracies vary, but overall, all were 

reasonably accurate and close in values. MCC werealso 

variable with some good ranges. It wasnotable that some 

classifiers did not converge and the MCCwas set to zero. 

Considering results obtained fromclassifiers with highest 

training rate and those with highest MCC, It can be easily 

concluded that Random Forest Algorithmwas the champion 

classifierwith highest accuracy in most of the terms and many 

times very close to the highest rates, Other classifiers were 

close. It also scored the highest for the mean value calculation 

across all terms. It is now clearly seen that with a combination 

of Extracted features from a corpse along with machine 

learning classification techniques, the problem can be solved 

with high accuracy. 
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